
Party extendable table slides, Champagne
anodized, Aluminium, 1 ut
2045669

Product features

System to pull-out a hidden folding table of 1,380 mm
length with double telescopic support legs. Intended for
the kitchen but it can also be used in other rooms of the
house.
Valid for modules from of 900 mm width and a minimum
depth of 560 mm with 100 kg. load capacity.
The guides and the leg have a locking system when they
are open to prevent unintentional closing.
Hinges, screws and assembly instructions included for
joining the table tops.
The profiles that make up the guides are made of
extruded aluminium and with a stainless anodized finish.

Product Information

The Party table is designed with a folding pull-out
system with double telescopic legs, this system is
intended for the kitchen although it can be used in other
rooms of the house. The Party system can be installed in
modules of 900 mm width and a minimum depth of
560 mm, obtaining a table length of 1.380 mm with
a load capacity of 100 kg.

The table is composed of 3 boards that are deployed
with hinges, the boards are housed in the same space as
the mechanism when the table is not in use. The front of
the cabinet after storing the table must have hinges to
open it. The leg is foldable and height adjustable,
also, the leg and guides have a locking system during
the use of the table. The boards that make up the
support surface are not included.

SKU 2045669

EAN 8432393280622

Materials Aluminium

Finishings Champagne anodized

Packaging 1 Ut

Components 1 mechanism, the screws
required for the
installation and assembly
instructions.

Components

1 mechanism, the screws required for the installation and assembly instructions.

Documentation

Go to web product Sketch (PDF) Assembly
instructions (PDF)

Imágenes

https://www.emuca.com/com/kitchen/extendable-tables-kitchen/extendable-tables/party-extendable-table/emuca-party-extendable-table-for-the-kitchen-or-home-stainless-anodized-aluminium?pdf=true
https://www.emuca.es/sl-catalog/documents/sl-variants/8432393280622.PT01.jpg
https://www.emuca.es/sl-catalog/documents/sl-products/20456.IM.pdf
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